Abstract. This paper introduces architectural psychology into the process of city design, analyzes combination advantage of subject and space design, as well as provides the adaptable new concept of city space design. It mutually combines architectural psychology with city design to optimize and update design concept city, it integrates humanism into section of city design and forms creative cultural connotation. So that it can motivate scale dimension of activity, flexible and changeable space combination and space fashion line of organizational behavior as well as being good at space limited factor can enhance the beauty and artistry of the whole city design. Creating humanized and high-quality city space can meet requirements of creative ranks in work, study and life.
Introduction
Architectural psychology is one important branch of psychology and one rising comprehensive subject focuses on study on psychology, its related range is very wide, including with those having close internal logic such as psychology, sociology, ecology, especially with the architecture, environment science, horticulture etc. It is one subject mainly discusses reflection, choice, and improvement of people in realistic environment as well as enables people to adapt to survival, life and meet their psychological demand. Architects have to learn architectural psychology to understand requirement of people in architectural space and environment, only this can they design the architecture suitable to be accepted by people and has positive effect on the overall environment, meanwhile, architects can create different space experience by different architectural design and measure, giving different experience to their psychology, both are mutually related and affected.
Correlation analysis on architectural psychology in architecture design
In architecture design, architects usually unify people, environment and architect together to make study, so it gradually appears frame of Gestalt theory, the basic concept of tower psychology derives from lab and study of vision of apparent movement. The group of tower psychology thinks physiological process of organism is the basis of psychological process; it is the medium between behavior environment and geograpjical environment. Tower psychology stresses one overall concept and it starts from the integrity on making analysis on architectural psychology, the architects have to review all the information included by plan from the integrity on architecture design and establish tower thinking frame from the perspective of people, environment and architecture, as well as making complete judgment to respond to each factor.
Architecture is one kind of coagulated art and it is the compulsive art, architecture exists in any consciousness of people's life, it is not like the works in the exhibition building in the fixed time and place. Therefore, architects are different from the ordinary artists, architecture is designed for people to use, so architects have to fully consider these characteristics of architecture and analyze psychological experience and reflection of users on architecture, they have relatively complete cognition and self-experience on architectural psychology, only this can they do well in human-oriented architectural design and architecture can be well utiliged by people and more appropriately integrated into the surrounding environment. 
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